We present a neural network based approach to key frame extraction in the compressed domain. The proposed method is an amalgamation of both the MPEG-7 descriptors namely motion intensity descriptor and spatial activity descriptor. Shot boundary detection and block motion estimation techniques are employed prior to the extraction of the descriptors. The motion intensity ("pace of action") is obtained using a fuzzy system that classifies the motion intensity into five categories proportional to the intensity. The spatial activity matrix determines the spatial distribution of activity ("active regions") in a frame. A neural network is used to pick those frames as key frames which have high intensity and maximum spatial activity at the center of the frame. Results are compared against two well-known key frame extraction techniques to demonstrate the advantage and robustness of the proposed approach. Results show that the neural network approach performs much better than selecting first frame of the shot as a key frame and selecting middle frame of the shot as a key frame methods.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid increase in multimedia content, which is readily available in digitized format both, on the Internet and many other sources, has led to the problem of efficient management of these contents. The MPEG-7 standard provides a set of standardized tools to describe multimedia contents and also efficiently mange these resources on the Internet [1] . The standard specifies a set of descriptors and description schemes. One of the applications that this paper deals with is the use of motion descriptors to extract the key frames from a video sequence in the compressed domain to make possible content based access such as retrieval from multimedia databases, video browsing and summarization. Key frames provide an abridged representation of the original video sequence, serving a multitude of applications depending on the needs of the user. Key frames can provide a low bandwidth representation of the video sequence, can serve as pointers to the desired portion of the video content or can be used in video indexing application [2] .
Earlier attempts for key frame extraction have been mainly using color features. A naive approach to key frame extraction was to choose the first frame of the shot as a key frame [3] . However, this method fails in case of high intensity shots. The key frame should have little overlap in the content so as to provide maximum information [2] . A more robust method to key frame selection based on color histogram was proposed by Zhang et al [4] . Key frame extraction based on maximizing the distance in feature space was adopted by Yeung et al [5] . Methods based on clustering approaches to key frame extraction have been studied by Zhuang et al [6] and Sun et al [7] .
All the above approaches do not take into consideration the motion features and are computationally intensive, which can easily accessed in the compressed domain. Wolf has proposed an algorithm to extract key frame based on optical flow [8] . An improvement over Wolf's method was proposed by Divakaran et al [2] , which makes use of the MPEG-7 intensity of motion activity descriptor as a measure of summarizability of the video sequence. A descriptor for spatial distribution of motion activity has been studied by Divakaran and Sun [9] . The main motivation of the proposed approach is that key frame should have maximum motion since high activity frames can depict maximum content and least overlap. The other criteria for key frame selection being that the spatial activity is localized at the center of the frame rather at the corners. Thus in the proposed algorithm the key frame selection is based on both the motion intensity descriptor as well as the spatial activity descriptor. The decision is done using a neural network model that takes both descriptors into consideration.
Sections are organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief view of the MPEG-7 motion descriptors and explains the proposed approach of extraction of temporal and spatial descriptors. Results and comparison with earlier approaches are provided in section 3. Conclusion and future work are drawn in section 4.
EXTRACTION OF TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DESCRIPTORS

A. MPEG-7 Motion Descriptors
The proposed algorithm uses two of the MPEG-7 motion descriptors, namely intensity of motion activity and spatial distribution of activity. The magnitude of the motion vectors represents a measure of intensity of motion activity that includes several additional attributes that contribute towards the efficient use of these motion descriptors in a number of applications. Intensity of Activity [10] is expressed by an integer in the range (1-5) and higher the value of intensity, higher the motion activity. Spatial distribution of activity [9] indicates whether the activity is spread across several regions or confined to one large region and therefore depicts the number of active regions in a frame.
B. Extraction of Motion Descriptors
The block diagram of the proposed key frame extraction algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . The shot segmentation is performed using the twin-comparison algorithm proposed in [11] , which detects gradual transitions such as dissolve, wipe, fade-in and fade-out. Therefore, this algorithm minimizes the subsequent errors that may have caused due to imperfect shot segmentation. The motion features are extracted using the motion vectors. Block motion techniques are employed to extract the motion vectors. Suppose ( , )
x i j and ( , ) y i j denote the motion vectors in x and y directions for a given frame, where ( , ) i j indicates the block indices. We use the method defined in [12] to determine the spatial activity matrix, ( , ) where n is the frame index. The preprocessing block normalizes the intensity values to the range (0-1). Then the intensity values ( n I ) are fed into fuzzy membership function. A gaussian bell membership function was used as shown in Figure 2 . Intensity values are classified into five categories namely very low, low, medium, high and very high activity. The output of the single input/output fuzzy system is used to classify the intensities into five different categories depending on the fuzzy rules that capture the whole intensity range [12] as depicted in Figure 2 . The fuzzy rules are depicted in Figure 3 . The surface plot of the fuzzy membership function is shown in Figure 4 , where x-axis represents the input and y-axis represents the output. High value of intensity indicates high activity whereas low intensity indicates low activity. Since the membership functions overlap, the activity levels are better classified into their respective intensity levels and is a robust approach than most of the hard thresholding approaches.
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C. Spatial distribution of activity
Generally, the activity in a frame occurs mostly at the center and therefore those frames are better candidates for key frames than those whose activity is localized at the corners. The proposed approach is shown in Figure 5 , where i denotes the frame index and k denotes the number of frames in a shot. To determine the spatial distribution of activity, the spatial activity matrix is divided into nine non-overlapping regions. This procedure can be visualized as a sliding windowing approach that slides from top-left portion of the spatial activity matrix to bottom-right scanning nine spatial regions as depicted in Figure 6 . The partitioning is limited to nine regions due to the computational constraints of the neural network. The spatial activity matrix values in each region are summed up to give an average spatial motion distribution in each region. Then the method localizes the spatial distribution activity in each frame to that region that depicts the maximum activity. The outcome of this approach is a matrix of nine-motion activity values that are given as an input to the neural network as shown in the block diagram in Figure 1 . The idea can be visualized in Figure 7 and Figure 8 where the subject is always centralized and the frames depict more description of activity at the center. 
D. Neural Network Model
A backpropagation neural network with 10 input nodes, 30 hidden nodes and one output node was used to select the key frame. The input to the network is a vector that consists of the spatial distribution (9 elements) and the motion intensity information (one element) per frame. The transfer functions used in the neural network were logarithm sigmoid and tangent sigmoid functions. The network is trained in such a way that in the training phase, only those frames are picked as key frames that have maximum centralized spatial distribution and highest motion intensity. Video sequences selected from different categories that included movies, news sequences and sports sequences were chosen as training and test sequences and were presented to the network in a random fashion. The training phase had about 15 video sequences of varied contents and the network was trained to pick a key frame per shot boundary based on the imposed criteria. 
SIMULATTION RESULTS
The system performance was evaluated using test set video sequences that included movies such as terminator, sports, news sequences and other video sequences. Since the news reading and other talking head sequences did not depict much change in the motion intensity, although the spatial distribution was at the center of the frame, any frame in the sequence can be chosen as the key frame. The approach does not take into consideration camera pan, but since the key frames are chosen based on the maximum center spatial activity and maximum motion intensity, the approach performs satisfactorily even in the case of camera pan. The performance of the proposed method is compared with the existing methodology of picking the middle frame (MF) of a given shot as a key frame and the comparison with selecting the first frame as key frame is not provided due to its limitations is the case of high intensity shots as mentioned earlier. The results are summarized in Table 1 where the proposed method picked key frames that were visually more descriptive based on the criteria specified in about 40% of the total number of shots. In 56.76% of the cases there were no difference between the two approaches. The key frame comparison for the cases where the proposed model performed better is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 depicts the cases where the performance of proposed method was similar to the middle frame extraction method. The interesting conclusion in all the selected key frames is that there is always maximum description in terms of intensity and spatial distribution at the center of the frame and performs better in the case of high activity sequences such as sports and action movies. 
CONCLUSION
The general assumption of the above method is that the frame that has maximum motion intensity will have minimum overlap in content, which is valid in the case of key frame extraction for video summarization. The algorithm demonstrates that the frames with maximum centralized spatial distribution are better candidates for key frames. The algorithm performs better than earlier key frame selection approaches such as selecting first frame and middle frame of the shot as key frames in the case of high activity sequences. The use of a neural network results in computationally intensive training, but once the weights have been adjusted the computational burden is reduced significantly and can be good candidate for an MPEG-7 system for video browsing and summarization. The work presented here can be extended to train the neural network with color and shape descriptors to make the method more robust to all categories of video sequences. 
